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Abstract

An architecture for a rational agent must allow for means-end reasoning, for the weighing of competing alternatives, and for interactions between these two forms of reasoning. Such an architecture must also address the problem of resource boundedness. We sketch a solution of the first problem that points the way to a solution of the second. In particular, we present a high-level specification of the practical-reasoning component of an architecture for a resource-bounded rational agent. In this architecture, a major role of the agent’s plans is to constrain the amount of further practical reasoning she must perform.
1 Introduction

Rational behavior—the production of actions that further the goals of an agent, based upon her conception of the world—has long interested researchers in artificial intelligence, who are attempting to build machines that behave rationally, as well as philosophers of mind and action, decision theorists, and others who are attempting to provide an account of human rationality. Each of these research traditions has tended to concern itself with a different facet of the problem.

Within AI, much attention has been given to the “planning problem,” namely, the problem of automating means-end reasoning. AI solutions to the planning problem generally consist of methods for searching the space of possible actions to compute some sequence of actions that will achieve a particular goal or conjunction of goals. Work in this area has resulted in a number of extremely useful techniques for representing and reasoning about actions and their effects (Fikes and Nilsson 1971; Sacerdoti 1977; Georgeff and Lansky 1987; Georgeff 1987b).

Within decision theory (DiFinetti 1975; Jeffrey 1983; Savage 1972), the primary concern has been somewhat different: competing alternatives are taken as given, and the problem is to weigh these alternatives and decide on one of them. A completed means-end analysis is implicit in the specification of the competing alternatives.
It is clear that rational agents must both perform means-end reasoning and weigh alternative courses of action; so an adequate architecture of intelligent artificial agents must therefore include capabilities for both. The design of such an architecture must also specify how these capacities interact. But there is yet another problem. All this must be done in a way that recognizes the fact that agents, whether humans or robots, are resource bounded: they are unable to perform arbitrarily large computations in constant time. To what extent have the AI and decision-theoretic traditions faced up to questions raised by the phenomenon of resource boundedness?

In decision-theoretic accounts, an agent is seen as selecting a course of action on the basis of her subjective expected utility, which is a function of the agent’s beliefs and desires. For an idealized, resource-unbounded agent, this may be a plausible model: perhaps such an agent could, at each instant of time, compute which course of action currently available would maximize its expected utility. But, of course, for real agents it takes time to do such computations—and the more complicated they are, the more time it takes. This is a problem because the more time spent on deliberation, the more chance there is that the world will change in important ways—ways that will undermine the very assumptions on which the deliberation is proceeding.

1Problems of resource boundedness have been forcefully pointed out by Herbert Simon; see, for example, (Simon, 1957).
What about AI planning systems? Until recently, these have typically been designed to construct plans prior to, and distinct from, their execution.\(^2\) It is recognized that the construction of plans takes time. However, these plans have been constructed for a set of future conditions that are known in advance and are frozen. The implicit assumption is that the conditions for which a plan is being formed, the so-called start state, will not change prior to execution. And when it is assumed that the plans will be executed in single-agent environments, in which the only state changes are a result of the single agent's actions, there is no concern that the world will change in unexpected ways during execution. But of course, the world does not actually stay fixed during an indefinitely long planning period. Nor do true single-agent environments exist: even if the environment contains

---

\(^2\)In the past few years, there has been a burgeoning interest in the AI community in the problem of "real-time" behavior, which has, in turn, led to a concern with the challenge of resource boundedness. One strategy has involved the use of knowledge compilation techniques to do away with explicit symbol manipulation at execution time (Brooks 1986; Rosenschein and Kaelbling 1986). A second line of research has studied the application of decision-analytic techniques to meta-level reasoning (Horvitz et al. 1988; Russell and Wefeld 1989). Finally, there have been a number of complete systems actually implemented, systems that are capable of performing real-time behavior in certain restricted dynamic domains (Georgeff and Ingrand 1989; Fehling and Wilber 1989; Dodhiawala et al. 1989). See also Boddy and Dean (1989) for the theory of algorithms appropriate for real-time behavior under resource bounds.
no other human or robot agents, nature often intrudes.$^3$

During the time it takes to engage in practical reasoning, the world can change in important ways. This fact poses the problem of resource boundedness that concerns us here.

So we have two problems. First, an architecture for a rational agent must allow for means-end analysis, for the weighing of competing alternatives, and for interactions between these two forms of reasoning. Second, this architecture must address the problem of resource boundedness. We sketch a solution of the first problem that points the way to a solution of the second. In particular, we present a high-level specification of the practical-reasoning component of an architecture for a resource-bounded rational agent. In this architecture, a major role of the agent's plans is to constrain the amount of further practical reasoning she must do.

$^3$Even when it is assumed that the world changes only as a result of the agent's actions, it is still infeasible for that agent to consider all possibilities ahead of time. In consequence, the primary capabilities of many practical planning systems were augmented to allow for the monitoring of plan execution and for replanning (Fikes and Nilsson 1971; Sridharan and Bresina 1982; Wilkins 1984). However, the replanning modules that were built had much the same character as the the planning modules themselves: they operated under the assumption that the world around them was frozen during replanning. Recently there has been a growing concern with developing representations for multi-agent domains (Georgeff 1987a; Lansky 1987; McDermott 1985).
2 The Functional Roles of Plans

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an architecture for practical reasoning in resource-bounded agents. It can be classified as a belief/desire/intention (BDI)-architecture: it includes fairly direct representations of the agent’s beliefs, desires, and intentions. We view the agent’s intentions as structured into larger plans. We distinguish between the plans that the agent has actually adopted, which are represented in Figure 1 in the oval labeled “Intentions Structured into Plans,” and the plans-as-recipes, or operators, that the agent knows about, which are represented in the oval labeled “Plan Library.” The plan library might be seen as a subset of the agent’s beliefs: specifically, her beliefs about what actions would be useful for achieving which effects under specified conditions. We shall reserve the term “plan” to refer to those plans an agent has actually adopted.

*** Figure 1 should be placed near here***

In addition to the information stores, which are denoted by ovals in the figure, there are a number of processes, denoted by rectangles. Our concern will be with four of these: the “Means-End Reasoner,” the “Opportunity Analyzer,” the “Filtering Process,” and the “Deliberation Process.” Together these constitute a practical-reasoning system, i.e., a system by which an agent forms, fills in, revises, and executes plans.
Underlying the architecture depicted in Figure 1 is an account of the functional roles of an agent's plans not just in producing action, but also in constraining further, practical reasoning—an account so far developed largely by Bratman (1987). In this account, an agent's existing plans make practical reasoning more tractable in two ways: as input to the means-end reasoner, they provide a clear, concrete purpose for reasoning, and as input to the filtering process, they narrow the scope of deliberation to a limited set of options. We shall briefly describe this conception and then explain how it is realized in the architecture depicted in Figure 1.

The fundamental observation of our approach is that a rational agent is committed to doing what she plans. The nature of this commitment is quite complex (Bratman 1987), but involves at least certain characteristic roles in further practical reasoning. For example, once an agent has formed a plan to attend a particular meeting at 1:00, she need not continually weigh the situation at hand in a wholly unfocused manner. Instead, she should reason about how to get there by 1:00; she need not consider options incompatible with her getting there by 1:00; and she can typically ground her further reasoning on the assumption that she will indeed attend the meeting at 1:00. This example illustrates three roles that an agent's plans

\[4\text{The reader should recall our distinction between intended plans and plans-as-recipes.}\]

\[5\text{An attempt at constructing a formal model of commitment is made by Cohen and Levesque (1990).}\]
will play in her further reasoning: they will drive means-end reasoning, they will provide constraints on what options need be seriously considered, and they will influence the beliefs on which further practical reasoning will be based. In this paper, we focus primarily on the first two roles.

Consider the constraining role of plans. Other things being equal, an agent’s plans should be consistent, both internally and with her beliefs. Roughly speaking, it should be possible for her plans, taken together, to be executed successfully in a world in which her beliefs are true. As a result of this demand for consistency, options that are inconsistent with her existing plans and beliefs will be filtered out.

Of course, prior plans may be subject to reconsideration or abandonment in light of changes in belief. But if an agent constantly reconsiders her plans, they will not limit her deliberation in the way they need to for a resource-bounded agent. This means that an agent’s plans should be reasonably stable, i.e., they should be relatively resistant to reconsideration and abandonment.\(^6\)

Given the requirement of stability, plans should also be partial. In addition to bounded computational resources, agents have bounded knowledge. They are neither prescient nor omniscient: the world may change around them in ways they are not in a position to anticipate. Hence highly detailed plans about the far future will often be of little use, the details not worth

\(^6\)We discuss these matters further in Section 5.
bothering about.

Plans can be partial in at least two different ways. They may be *temporally partial*, accounting for some periods of time and not for others. An agent may plan to give a lecture from 10 o’clock until noon, to pick up a book at the bookstore on the way back from the lecture, to attend a meeting from 1:00 to 2:30, and to pick up her child at school at 4:00; she may not yet have decided what to do between 2:30 and the time she leaves for her child’s school.

More important for our purposes is the potential for *structural partiality* in plans. Agents frequently decide upon ends, leaving open for later deliberation questions about means to those ends.⁷ An agent may, for example, first decide to pick up a book at the bookstore, postponing decisions about what route to take to get there and whether to use Visa or MasterCard to pay. The structural partiality of plans is the reason we speak of their decomposition into intentions: for example, we shall speak, of an agent’s “filling in” her plan to buy a book with an intention to pay for it with her MasterCard. We shall also be concerned with the interaction between a

---

⁷Hence, structural partiality is related to the partiality of plans produced by traditional, hierarchial planners, such as NOAH (Sacerdoti 1977). However, whereas these planners used partial plans only as intermediate representations in the plan formation process, we are suggesting the usefulness of acting on the basis of partial plans. PRS (Georgeff and Ingrand 1989) is an example of a system that makes use of structurally partial plans during execution.
plan's decomposition and the requirement of consistency. A plan to spend all of one's cash at lunch is inconsistent with a plan to buy a book that includes an intention to pay for it with cash, but is not necessarily inconsistent with a partial plan merely to purchase a book, since the book may be paid for with a credit card.

The characteristic process of means-end reasoning suggests the second way in which plans focus the practical-reasoning process. Plans, while potentially partial, must be means-end coherent: as time goes by, they must be filled in with subplans that are at least as extensive as the agent believes necessary to execute the plan successfully. As a result of the demand for means-end coherence, prior, partial plans can be seen to pose problems for further practical reasoning. Once the agent has decided to read a certain book today, a means-end problem is posed: how will she get the book? Will she go to the library to borrow a copy of it, or will she stop by the bookstore and purchase one? Once she has formed an intention to read the book, her reasoning can focus on deciding how to do so, rather than on assessing all the options that are currently available.

Further development of this architecture requires the construction of techniques for detecting threats to means-ends coherence, techniques which are compatible with the demands of relative computational efficiency.
3 The Larger Architecture

We can now return to the architecture illustrated in Figure 1. Let us assume, for expository purposes, an agent who embodies this architecture and who has already adopted some structurally partial plans, and let us consider the practical reasoning she will perform. Her means-end reasoner will be invoked for each of her existing partial plans, to propose subplans that complete it. Means-end reasoning may occur at any time up to the point at which a plan is in danger of becoming means-end incoherent; at that point it must occur, proposing options that may serve as subplans for the plan in question. The means-end reasoner may propose a number of options, all of which are means to a particular end: for example, it may propose going to the bookstore and going to the library as alternative means to getting a desired book.

Not all options are proposed as a result of means-end reasoning. Changes in the agent’s environment may lead to changes in her beliefs, which in turn may result in her considering new options that are not means to any already intended end. The opportunity analyzer in Figure 1 is the component that proposes options in response to perceived changes in the environment. Such opportunities may be welcome or unwelcome. Some changes may lead to previously unexpected opportunities for satisfying desires; others to opportunities for avoiding unexpected threats.
Once options have been proposed, either by the means-end reasoner or by the opportunity analyzer, they are subject to filtering. So far, we have suggested how one of the components of the filtering process, the compatibility filter, operates. (In Section 4, we explain how the behavior of the overall filtering process is affected by the other component, the filter override mechanism.) The compatibility filter checks options to determine compatibility with the agent's existing plans. Options deemed compatible are *surviving options*. Surviving options are passed along to the deliberation process and, when there are competing surviving options, they are weighed against one another. The deliberation process produces intentions, which are incorporated into the agent’s plans.

It is essential that the filtering process be computationally efficient relative to deliberation itself. After all, the motivation for introducing this process into the architecture was to reduce the amount of computation in practical reasoning. Here a variety of ideas can be explored. One is to delimit types of incompatibility that can be checked in a computationally tractable manner. Thus, for example, one might define a measure of spatio-temporal separation between options and design the compatibility filter so that it rules out all and only those options that overlap inappropriately with already intended actions. For an important class of cases, such a scheme can be implemented as a polynomial-time constraint-propagation algorithm over intervals (Kautz and Vilain 1986). Another idea would be to employ a
tractable system of defeasible reasoning involving imperfect, albeit still useful, filters. Such filters may be "leaky", in that they sometimes let through options that are in fact incompatible, or they may be "clogged", in that they sometimes block options that are in fact compatible.

What happens when the agent comes to believe that a prior plan of hers is no longer achievable? A full development of this architecture would have to give an account of the ways in which a resource-bounded agent would monitor her prior plans in the light of changes in belief. However this is developed, there will of course be times when an agent will have to give up a prior plan in light of a new belief that this plan is no longer executable. When this happens, a new process of deliberation may be triggered indirectly in one of two ways. First, the abandoned plan may be the specification of the agent’s means to some intended end. In this case, the agent’s larger plan will be threatened with means-end incoherence, which would normally trigger reasoning of the sort we have already described. But sometimes the abandoned plan may not be the specification of a means to a presently intended end. Still, we can suppose that this plan was initially adopted as a way of satisfying some desire. If the agent still has this desire, it may lead to further deliberation should an appropriate opportunity arise.
4 Filtering and Overriding

The account of practical reasoning given so far is incomplete in an important way. Recall that agents are not only resource-bounded, but also knowledge-bounded. So a rational agent’s current plans must not have irrevocable control over her future deliberation and behavior. Rather, a rational agent should sometimes be willing to reconsider her plans in light of unanticipated events. There thus exists a tension between the stability that plans must exhibit to play their role in focusing practical reasoning and the revocability that must also be inherent in them, given that they are formed on the basis of incomplete information about the future.

In the architecture of Figure 1, this tension is mediated by the second component of the filtering process: the “filter override mechanism.” The filter override mechanism encodes the agent’s sensitivities to problems and opportunities in her environment—that is, the conditions under which some portion of her existing plans is to be suspended and weighed against some other option. The filter override mechanism operates in parallel with the compatibility filter. As we described above, an option that survives the compatibility filter is subject to consideration by the deliberation process: deliberation is not affected by the filter override mechanism. However, an option that does not survive the compatibility filter may still be subject to consideration if it triggers a filter override, i.e., if it satisfies one of the
conditions encoded by override mechanism. If an option fails to survive the compatibility filter but does trigger a filter override, the intended act that is incompatible with the new option is \textit{up for reconsideration}.

An agent’s filter override mechanism must be carefully designed to embody the right degree of sensitivity to the problems and opportunities that arise in her environment. If the agent is overly sensitive, willing to reconsider her plans in response to every unanticipated event, then her plans will not serve sufficiently to limit the number of options about which she must deliberate. On the other hand, if the agent is not sensitive enough, she will fail to react to significant deviations from her expectations.

Consider what can happen to a proposed option. It may not survive the compatibility filter. Such an incompatible option may or may not trigger a filter override. If it does, the deliberation process will be invoked to decide between the incompatible option and the previously intended act that is now up for reconsideration. There is no guarantee that the agent will decide in favor of the new incompatible option; the result of deliberation may be a decision to maintain the previous intention.

If an incompatible option does not trigger a filter override, the agent does not deliberate about it. However, the designer (or other observer) of the agent may be able to determine what the result of properly functioning deliberation would have been, i.e., whether or not the agent’s current beliefs and desires are such that deliberation would reasonably have led to her
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<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A Taxonomy of Practical-Reasoning Situations

Finally, it is of course possible that a proposed option will be compatible with the agent’s existing plans, in which case it will be considered in deliberation. So we now have five possible situations, which are summarized in Table 1.

The next step is to note certain complications in Situations 1 and 4. In both cases, these stem from the same fact: even deliberation that reasonably results in a change of intention takes time and so precludes other useful activities. This means that, in some instances of Situation 1, the benefits achieved by the change in intention may be outweighed by the cost of deliberation. Similarly, in some instances of Situation 4, the benefits that would
have been obtained by the change in intention would have been outweighed by the deliberation required for this change. So there are two subcases of each of these situations, summarized in Table 2. In Situation 1a, the change in intention has benefits which outweigh the cost of the extra deliberation, whereas in Situation 1b, the cost of the deliberation outweighs the benefits of the change in intention. In Situation 4a, the change that would have occurred would have had benefits outweighing the cost of the deliberation that would have been required, while in Situation 4b, the opposite is the case.
5 Caution and Boldness

Situations 1b and 2 have an important property in common: the agent engages in deliberation that is not on balance worth its cost. In contrast, in Situation 4a, the agent fails to engage in deliberation that would have been worth its cost. Thus, an architecture that guaranteed that any agent embodying it would never be in these situations would be, at least in that respect, ideal.

Unfortunately, such an architecture is an impossibility.\(^9\) Using the architecture we describe, one of the jobs of the robot designer is to construct the filter override mechanism so that, other things equal, it minimizes the frequency with which the agent will be in these situations.\(^10\)

We can develop this last point and set the stage for some examples by introducing some terminology. When a proposed but incompatible option triggers a filter override, thereby leading to reconsideration of an existing

---

\(^9\)Indeed, if such an architecture were possible, it would seem to have an odd consequence. Consider an agent who is disposed to deliberate about an incompatible option when and only when that deliberation would lead to a worthwhile change. Such an agent might as well be designed to decide in favor of the the new option whenever she is disposed to deliberate about it.

\(^10\)In fact, one might ultimately want the filter override mechanism to be capable of being altered by the agent herself: if she realizes that she is spending too much time in fruitless deliberation, she should raise the sensitivity thresholds in the override mechanism; and, if she notices too many missed opportunities, she should lower the thresholds.
intention, the agent is being cautious. When a proposed but incompatible option fails to trigger a filter override, the agent is being bold. What we have seen in our previous discussion is that sometimes caution pays and sometimes it doesn’t; by the same token, sometimes boldness pays and sometimes it doesn’t. In Situation 1a, caution pays, whereas in Situations 1b and 2, it doesn’t. In Situations 3 and 4b, boldness pays, whereas in Situation 4a, it doesn’t.

A filter override mechanism that results too often in cautious behavior that doesn’t pay is overly cautious; one that results too often in bold behavior that doesn’t pay is overly bold. In a well-designed agent, the filter override mechanism will be neither overly cautious nor overly bold.

Consider a robot Rosie, whose task it is to repair computer equipment. We present six different scenarios involving Rosie, scenarios that illustrate the situations described above in which an option fails to survive the compatibility filter. In each of the scenarios, we imagine that Rosie has been assigned several tasks, the first of which is to fix a malfunctioning video display on some terminal. We assume that Rosie does some means-end reasoning before setting off to do the repair: she determines that the best way to fix the problem is to replace the CRT, basing this decision upon a belief that CRTs burn out regularly as well as on an assumption that this is the cause of the malfunction. She thus brings a replacement tube along with her.
In the first scenario, Rosie arrives and discovers that the problem with the video display is caused by the contrast on the terminal being turned off. The opportunity analyzer proposes a new option: to fix the malfunction by simply turning up the contrast. This option is incompatible with Rosie’s intention to fix the problem by replacing the CRT, yet she reconsiders her plan because her filter override mechanism has been triggered. Rosie’s deliberation leads her to change her plan: she drops her intention to replace the CRT, and instead forms an intention to fix the malfunction by adjusting the contrast. Not only is this new option superior to the CRT-replacement, but it is sufficiently superior to outweigh the costs of reconsideration. After all, turning up the contrast is known by Rosie to be a significantly cheaper solution than replacing the CRT. So Rosie is being cautious and her caution pays (Situation 1a).

In the second scenario, Rosie discovers that the existing CRT is repairable. As in the last example, Rosie is cautious and, in light of this new information, reconsiders her prior intention to replace the CRT. This involves weighing the pros and cons of replacement versus repair, a complicated exercise. Her deliberation results in a decision to repair rather than replace. And, indeed, repairing is a slightly better option. However, instead of deliberating, Rosie could have simply gone ahead with her intention to replace the CRT, and proceeded more quickly to her next task. Given this cost of her deliberation, her caution doesn’t pay in this case (Situation 1b).
Now suppose instead that replacing the CRT is the superior option, say, because the existing one is quite old and hence likely to break down again soon. Hence, when Rosie reconsiders, she decides not to change her prior intention, but instead to go ahead and replace the CRT. Here again Rosie is cautious, and her caution doesn’t pay (Situation 2).

In the remaining three scenarios, which illustrate Rosie’s being bold, we suppose that, upon arrival, she discovers the presence of a spare CRT of a slightly different kind, one that she could use for the replacement, instead of the one she brought.

In the first case, despite this new information, Rosie does not reconsider her prior plan to replace the CRT. And, in fact, even had she reconsidered, she would have stuck with her prior plan, since the type of CRT she brought with her is superior. Rosie has been bold, and her boldness has paid off (Situation 3).

Next, suppose that the opposite is true: had Rosie reconsidered, she would have found the new CRT to be slightly superior. Still, we can ask whether or not the deliberation that would have been required would have been worth it. In one case, the deliberation is relatively easy and does not interfere in any serious way with Rosie’s other activities. In this case, then, Rosie’s boldness doesn’t pay (Situation 4a). Alternatively, the deliberation would have precluded important activities of Rosie’s, in which case, despite the slight superiority of the new CRT, Rosie’s boldness pays (Situation 4b).
This last pair of examples highlights an interesting fact about the difference between Situations 4a and 4b. In both cases, the agent performs an action that is inferior to a known alternative: in both cases she would have favored the alternative, had she deliberated. So in both cases there is a kind of suboptimality. However, Situation 4b differs from Situation 4a in the following respect: in 4b, the combination of deliberation and the change of intention, taken together, is inferior to simply going ahead with the original intention. So it is no criticism of a well-designed agent that she ends up in Situation 4b.

An agent instantiating a well-designed architecture, then, will tend to be in Situations 1a, 3, and 4b, and to avoid Situations 1b, 2, and 4a. So other things being equal, we want to design a filter override mechanism that has this effect. But, of course, there are limits to fine-tuning. We cannot expect even a well-designed architecture always to avoid Situations 1b, 2, and 4a.

Consider Rosie. Suppose that CRTs are very expensive, and Rosie knows this. It might be a good strategy for her to reconsider an intention to replace a CRT when an alternative means is proposed. After all, such reconsideration will, on many occasions, save the cost of a new CRT. Of course, there may also be times when this strategy lands Rosie in situations of type 1b or 2, in which her caution doesn’t pay: recall the case of the very old CRT. Nonetheless, this strategy might, on balance, be a good one. A
more finely tuned filter, one that would be more successful in avoiding these undesirable situations, would run increased risks of ending up in Situation 4a. As we try to avoid caution that doesn’t pay, we run an increased risk of boldness that doesn’t pay.

And, of course, the opposite is true as well: as we try to avoid boldness that doesn’t pay, we run an increased risk of undesirable cautiousness. Suppose that the difference between one CRT and another is minimal. Then it might be a good strategy for Rosie not to reconsider her original intention to use a specific CRT replacement when an alternative replacement becomes available. This might be so even though such a strategy might sometimes land Rosie in situations of type 4a. If we try to fine-tune Rosie’s strategy so as to avoid this risk, we shall simultaneously increase the risk of having her end up in Situations 1b or 2.

6 Conclusion

We have presented the outlines of an architecture that can be used in the design of artifical agents who are, after all, resource-bounded. A key feature of this architecture is a filtering process that constrains the overall amount of practical reasoning necessary. The operation of this filtering process is based upon a theory of the functional roles of plans in practical reasoning. While this is a fairly abstract architecture, it does pose several specific
design problems. In particular, procedures are needed for:

- Detecting threats to means-end coherence

- Proposing new options in light of perceived changes in the environment

- Monitoring prior plans in light of changes in belief

- Checking compatibility with prior plans

- Overriding the compatibility filter.

Of course, there are other design problems, such as means-end analysis and the weighing of conflicting options, that are common to a wide range of architectures for rational agency. Here we have highlighted problems specific to the architecture we are proposing.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: An Architecture for Resource-Bounded Agents